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1909     the passing of the Budget and (6) that the Budget itself, when it passed
Age 66 from Parliament to platform into the hands of the tax-gatherer, would
lose much, if not the whole, of its glamour.
Next, looking at the matter from our point of view, and that of the
country at large, I saw many objections to a January election unless it
were rendered necessary by the rejection of the Budget. January with
its short days and bad weather and coming just after Xmas. is one of the
most inconvenient months for a general election. Moreover, what
pretext could I allege to my party and the country for advising a dissolu-
tion immediately after the passing of the Budget ? The H. of Commons
is only just four years old, and there are still measures of great importance
which we have promised to bring before it, and which we could only be
justified in laying aside by the urgency of a Constitutional crisis forced
upon us against our will. In my judgment—though it was of course a
mere forecast of the incalculable—the outcome of an election fought
under such conditions was not unlikely to be a very small majority
either way between the British parties, with the decisive vote in critical
matters left to the Irish ; a very undesirable state of things.
I did not think (I added) that a dissolution could be very long delayed,
but the arguments against forcing it on in January seemed to me to be
difficult to answer.
The Bong appeared to be impressed by the force of these considerations
—especially those which tended to show that the promise of an early
dissolution would not offer great temptations to the other side.
We then passed to other topics—leaving open this one for further
discussion.
H. H. A.
Whether, if King Edward had lived, an election could have been
postponed for any length of time if the Lords had accepted the
Budget may be open to doubt, but Asquith naturally at this stage
was tuawilling to bargain with the Lords by promising an election in
return for the passing of the Budget. It was in fact a large part of
his case that the Peers had no right to force a dissolution.
On his return to London, the King gave an interview (12th
October, 1909) at Buckingham Palace to Lord Lansdowne and
Mr. Balfour. Asquith saw him immediately afterwards, and
gathered that " the substance of what they had told him was that
they had not yet decided what action the House of Lords should be
advised to take/' That was no doubt literally true, but by this
time the Unionist Party was being driven down the steep place by the
combined pressure of rich men who feared for their property, and the
Tariff Reformers who saw their last chance gone, if the Budget
*wsnt through, and were persuaded that the moment was favourable
lor forcing the issue. With these two driving forces behind it, tie
movement for rejection had gained impetus all through the summer,
tb0 decision appears to have been a foregone conclusion by the

